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REPLY IN FURTHER SUPPORT OF MOTION TO INTERVENE 

The existing parties oppose the Second Motion to Intervene (the “Second 

Motion” 1) on the grounds that the First Motion to Intervene (the “First Motion”) 

was denied, 2) based on a pedantic fixation on labels that ignores the substantive 

diminution of the Intervenor’s legal and economic rights, 3) because the Intervenor 

is not a common shareholder and 4) because at the time of his First Motion the 

Intervenor did not predict that the Company would capitulate to Plaintiffs’ 

meritless demands.  The parties have provided the Court no reason to deny the 

Second Motion. 

The Complaint Adequately Alleges Legal and Economic Harm to the Intervenor 

The proposed Intervenor Complaint states that “The Proposed Settlement is 

the economic equivalent of converting each APE Share into approximately 0.88 

AMC Shares.”  Plaintiffs assert this statement is “plainly false” and complain that 

the Intervenor has not shown the math.  The facts alleged in the Intervenor 

Complaint must be taken as true for purposes of the Motion to Intervene,1 but 

 
1 Shipley v. Shipley, 1991 Del. Ch. LEXIS 147, p. 2. 
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regardless, the plain truth of the statement is a matter of simple arithmetic.  Using 

the share counts disclosed in the Definitive Proxy, there were approximately 

517.58 million AMC shares and 929.85 million APE shares as of the record date of 

the shareholder meeting.2  Assuming the one-for-one conversion promised by the 

Company, the APE Shareholders would collectively own approximately 64.24 

percent of Company.3  If the Proposed Settlement were to proceed, the APE 

Shareholders would collectively own approximately 61.32 percent of Company.4  

Without the Proposed Settlement, the effective conversion ratio that yields a 

collective ownership of 61.32 percent is 0.88235 AMC Shares5 per APE Share.6  

Thus, under the Proposed Settlement, the collective future voting interest of the 

APE Shareholders, their rights to participate in the Company’s future profits and 

their right to receive any other payments or property from the Company would be 

determined as if the Conversion took place at a rate of 0.88 to one, rather than the 

one-for-one rate promised.  Looking at it another way, under the Proposed 

Settlement, conversion and reverse split, it takes 10,000 APE Shares to get 1,000 

new (i.e., post conversion and reverse split) AMC shares, but it only takes 8,830 

 
2 Definitive Proxy, p. 12. 

3 929.85 / (517.58 + 929.85) = 64.24%. 

4 929.85 / (517.58  + [517.58  / 7.5] + 929.85) = 61.32%. 

5 1 / (1 + [1 / 7.5]) 

6 (929.85 * 0.88235) / (517.58 + [929.85 * 0.88235]) = 61.32%. 
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AMC Shares to get 1,000 new AMC shares (plus a small cash payment).  Thus, the 

effective rate of exchange is approximately 0.88 AMC Shares for every one APE 

Share, and this violates the promises the Company made in the August 4, 2022 8-K 

and in other public statements.   

Further, regarding the substance of what Plaintiffs call a “Settlement 

Payment” (i.e., the payment of additional shares to the AMC Shareholders pursuant 

to the Proposed Settlement), it is a dividend as that term is generally understood.  A 

stock dividend is “a payment to shareholders that consists of additional shares 

rather than cash.” 
7  A special dividend is “a non-recurring distribution,” that is 

“usually larger compared to normal dividends…  and is often tied to a specific 

event.” 
8,

 
9  What Plaintiffs call a “Settlement Payment” is in substance both a stock 

dividend and a special dividend.   

Regardless, the important question, i.e., whether this payment violates 

contractual and fiduciary duties the Defendants owe to the APE Shareholders is 

one for trial, not the current motion.10  In the end, no matter what label one puts on 

the payment of one share for every 7.5 AMC Shares, the indisputable truth, as 

 
7 https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/stockdividend.asp  

8 https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/specialdividend.asp  

9 Indeed, the Proposed Settlement (p. 2) recognizes the initial distribution of APE Shares to the common 
shareholders as a “special dividend.”  

10 Again, the facts alleged in the Intervenor Complaint must be taken as true for purposes of the Motion to 
Intervene.  The Intervenor Complaint calls the Settlement Payment a “dividend” and, more importantly, alleges that 
it “violates the Company’s promise, made in the August 4, 2022 8-K and other public statements, that any dividend 
paid to the AMC Shareholders would also be paid to the APE Shareholders.”  

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/stockdividend.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/specialdividend.asp
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alleged in the Intervenor Complaint, is this: 

The Proposed Settlement is harmful and dilutive to the APE Shareholders 

relative to the Company’s material agreements, the public promises made by 

the Company and the wishes of an overwhelming majority of both classes of 

the Company’s shareholders.  

 

Given that dilution is a central theme of the Plaintiffs’ complaints, it’s ironic 

they would try to use superficial labels to try to divert attention from this reality.   

Lastly, Plaintiffs’ characterization of the payment, if anything, supports the 

case for intervention.  Plaintiffs say the payment “is intended to compensate the 

Common Stockholders for the harm they suffered from Defendants’ attempt to 

thwart their franchise rights.”  The Intervenor denies that the Company attempted 

to thwart any rights of the Common Stockholders, and instead asserts the 

Company’s actions in 1) creating the APE Shares and 2) attempting to convert 

them to AMC Shares, in both cases in accordance with the terms outlined in the 

August 4, 2022 8-K, are permissible under Delaware law.  This disagreement 

between the Intervenor and the Plaintiffs indeed goes straight “to the heart of this 

matter,” 
11 thus underscoring the need for intervention.  

The Basis for Denying the First Motion is Inapplicable to the Second Motion 

 

On March 1, the Intervenor filed his First Motion to Intervene “asserting that 

the Stipulation delaying any conversion nullified the protective effect of put 

 
11 Letter Opinion Denying First Motion to Intervene dated March 15, 2023, p. 8. 
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options he purchased that expire April 21.” 
12  In denying the First Motion, the 

Court held that: 

Generally, the intervenor’s interest must be in the claims in the action in 

which they wish to intervene, not in the effects that action might have on the 

intervenor’s economic interests.13 

 

Mr. Iacono seeks to intervene for the sole purpose of protecting his 

tangential economic interests in put options from the parties’ Stipulation to 

reschedule the conversion.14 

 

Mr. Iacono’s interest is not sufficiently related to the transaction at the heart 

of this matter. His interest is not in the merits of the plaintiffs’ claims: he 

does not seek to contest that the defendants violated 8 Del. C. § 242 or that 

they would violate their fiduciary duties in effectuating the conversion and 

other aspects of the transaction. He seeks to restore the conversion to AMC’s 

corporate agenda on the timeframe he expected not because he believes the 

plaintiffs’ claims are meritless, but because his investment strategy depends 

on it. His more specific interest, which he asserts he uniquely holds, is even 

more attenuated: he objects to the Stipulation’s delay of the conversion until 

after his options expire. Put another way, Mr. Iacono’s interest is not in the 

claims themselves, but in the parties’ procedural response to them.15 

 

The Second Motion and accompanying Complaint seek to challenge the 

Proposed Settlement, which was proposed after the First Motion was filed.  The 

First Motion sought to protect interests arising under put option contracts to which 

the Company was not a party.  The Court found that objective insufficiently related 

to the “property” or “transaction.”  The Second Motion, by contrast, alleges a 

breach of a contract concerning the “property” itself (i.e., APE Shares), a contract 

 
12 Id., p. 2.  
13 Id., p. 7 
14 Id., p. 9 
15 Id., p. 8. 
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to which the Company is a party, and a breach of a fiduciary duty owed to him by 

the Company’s directors, by virtue of the Intervenor’s interest in the “property.”  

Put another way, in the Second Motion, the Intervenor asserts rights that arise 

directly by virtue of his ownership of the “property” (i.e., APE Shares), not 

interests arising by virtue of his options contracts (which were found to be 

“tangential”).   

In the Complaint accompanying the Second Motion, the Intervenor seeks, 

among other things, declarations that “[t]he Company’s creation of APE Stock and 

the Conversion at a rate of one-to-one [rather than the 0.88-to-one effective rate] 

are permissible under Delaware law,” and that “[t]he Special Dividend is a breach 

of fiduciary and contractual duties owed to the APE Shareholders.”  By seeking 

such relief in the Second Motion, the Intervenor plainly “seek[s] to contest that the 

defendants violated 8 Del. C. § 242 [and] that they would violate their fiduciary 

duties in effectuating the conversion and other aspects of the transaction.” 
16  Given 

these objectives, Intervenor’s interest is “sufficiently related to the transaction at 

the heart of this matter.” 

Based on the foregoing, the fact that the Court denied the First Motion 

should have no bearing on the Court’s consideration of the Second Motion.  To the 

contrary, the Court’s analysis in contrasting 1) interests arising under the (now-

 
16 Id. 
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expired) put option contracts with 2) interests “related to the transaction at the 

heart of this matter” suggests the Second Motion should be granted. 

Intervenor’s Status as a Non-Class Member is No Reason to Deny the Motion 

Oddly, the Company suggests that the Intervenor’s Second Motion should be 

denied because he is not a member of the Class (that is, he is not a common 

shareholder).  The Company has it backwards.  A Class member seeking to 

intervene to air objections that he can raise as a Class member should not be 

permitted to intervene (as this Court has already determined).  But that’s not what’s 

happening in the case of this Motion.  If fact, it’s the opposite of what’s happening.  

It cannot be denied that the interests of the APE Shareholders are adverse to the 

interests of the AMC Shareholders with regard to the Special Dividend (or 

whatever other label the parties want to put on it).  For Mr. Iacono, objection as a 

Class member is not an option.  Nor would objecting as a Class member be 

appropriate.  Presumably, objecting Class members want the Conversion to be 

enjoined, or in the alternative, they want more compensation, not less.  Mr. 

Iacono’s position that the common shareholders (i.e., the AMC Shareholders) are 

not entitled to any relief from this Court.  As of now, no one is speaking up for the 

interests of the APE Shareholders insofar as those interests are 1) adverse to the 

interests of the AMC Shareholders and 2) unjustifiably impaired by the Proposed 

Settlement.  Thus, the need for Mr. Iacono’s intervention. 
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Intervenor Could Not Have Filed the Second Motion Earlier 

 At the time of the First Motion, Intervenor believed that “both the Company 

and I would like to see the APE to AMC conversion go through as planned” 
17 and 

that “the Company and I desire the same ultimate outcome.” 
18  The First Motion, 

filed on March 1, focused on the Intervenor’s soon-to-expire protective puts and 

the Court’s scheduling order because the Intervenor reasonably believed that he 

and the Company were otherwise aligned.  The parties’ April 3 proposal was 

immediately rejected by the Court and in any event, the motion to reargue the First 

Motion was still pending.  It was not until April 27 that the Proposed Settlement 

was filed and the Intervenor had new grounds to intervene.  It was not until May 1 

that the Special Master recommended denial of re-argument for the First Motion.  

The Second Motion was filed 25 days later, and before the deadline for Class 

member objections.  Given that Plaintiffs sat on their grievances for almost six 

months and deliberately timed their initiation of this action to be as disruptive and 

prejudicial as possible, they are in no position to complain now.   

Further, the parties do not even attempt to argue that the Second Motion is 

not “timely” for purposes of Mandatory Intervention under Rule 24(a)(2). 

 

 
17 First Motion to Intervene, p. 4. 
18 Reply in Further Support of Frist Motion to Intervene, p. 8. 
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CONCULSION 

 WHEREFORE, the Intervenor hereby prays that this Honorable Court grant 

his Motion to Intervene for the reasons stated herein and in the Second Motion to 

Intervene. 

 

 

 

Dated:  June 13, 2023 

 

/s/ Frank Iacono 

Frank Iacono 

Pro Se  

6 Donald Court West 

Blue Point, NY 11715 

Tel.  (917) 685-0537 

Fax (917) 677-5009 

E-mail:  fiacono@fiacono.com 
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